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Abstract- A novel cell operation scheme featuring low Fig. 1 shows the schematic for hole injection, called
voltage, high speed, and excellent data retention has been back-bias assisted hot hole injection (BB-HHI). During Ti,
proposed for SONOS flash memory. First, in lbit/cell source and drain are kept floating with a positive bias
operation, program is achieved by a back-bias assisted hot (+Vtop) applied at the bulk, where source or drain-substrate
hole injection, while erase is achieved by forward-bias junction capacitance is charged [3] (the junction is switched
assisted electron injection. For a thick tunnel oxide (50A°), to forward bias mode). At the end of T2, bulk bias is
the ultra-low voltage (-5V) and ultra-fast speed (<lpsec) turned-off (the junction is switched to reverse bias mode)
operation has been the record reported to date. On the other and changed to +Vbase, the generated holes in the space
hand, a 2 bit/cell operation is also demonstrated, in which charge region are then injected into the nitride storage
very good retention can be achieved in comparison to through discharging, during the VB falling pulse edge, T3, as
conventional operation schemes, e.g., CUE (channel hot can be seen from Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).
electron) or BTB(Band-to-band) tunneling etc. Fig. 2(a) shows the waveform of the applied voltage

with Vtop- Vbase (=5V-2V) and its decay due to the discharge
1. Introduction measured from the drain or source, in which the difference

In a SONOS cell, the program/erase operation is of each case along the voltage axis is the built-in potential
achieved via the tunneling of electrons/holes through the between the p-n+ junctions. Fig. 2(b) shows three kinds of
very thin tunnel oxide. As a result, the cell has poor discharging conditions for the same Vtop but different Vbase,
retention due to this thin tunnel oxide. In order to improve in which the same charging height and initial discharging
the retention of the SONOS cells, a relatively thick bottom behavior for the three conditions due to the unique
oxide is used to prevent charge loss such as NROM cell [1]. supplying pulse height VtOp= 5V, are compared.
However, the thicker bottom oxide increases the difficulty Fig. 3 shows the AVT versus the pulse height, in which
for holes injection during erase, even for the BTBT HHI a higher level Vtop gives a larger AVT. Moreover, it also
(Band to Band Tunneling induced Hot Hole Injection) [2] shows the AVT as a function of AVB (=Vtop- Vbase), and the
method. Although CUE exhibits a faster programming AVT reaches its maximum at AVT = 4V. On the left hand
speed than the FN, the cell reliabilities, e.g., cycling side of the peak (AVB< 4V), the Vt shift is smaller since the
endurance, and data retention are very poor. For the cell variation of the depletion region at the S/D p-n+ junction
erase operation, the commonly used schemes, e.g., FN, during the transition from forward bias mode to reverse bias
BTBT HHI, a higher voltage is needed for erasing. Also, mode is not wide enough. Therefore, fewer holes are
they exhibit poor endurance and retention after the cycling. generated via the junction breakdown in the space charge

In this paper, a new combination of operation schemes region. On the right hand side of the peak (AVB > 4V), the
for hole/electron injection which is applicable for lbit/cell variation of the depletion region is wider during the
or 2bit/cell operation has been proposed. The tunnel oxide transition from the forward to reverse bias mode but the
can be kept thick enough to overcome the data retention voltage of Vbase which is feasible for the hot hole to inject
problem by using the proposed programming/erasing into the nitride layer is smaller. For example, comparing the
schemes. conditions of Vtop- Vbase =7V- 2V and Vtop- Vbase =7V- OV,

although the condition of Vtop- Vbase =7V- OV has larger
2. Device Preparation space charge region variation during the transition from

The n-channel flash SONOS cells with ONO thickness forward bias mode to reverse bias mode and the hot holes
(50/40/50) (AO), W/L=0.2/0.2(gm), were fabricated using generated via discharging induced breakdown are much
0.13tm CMOS technology. Medium-doped n+-region in the more than the condition of Vtop- Vbase =7V- 2V; the base
S/D extension was used to maintain a higher breakdown level of zero voltage does not assist such hot holes to
voltage. surmount the oxide barrier. Hence, if we slowly adjust the

voltage of the base level, the best injection condition can be
3. Operation Schemes estimated to be A\VB =4V which also indicates at least 4V

difference from Vt0p to Vbase which is needed for sufficient
A. Injection SchemeforHoles-BBHHI hole generation. Fig. 4 shows the VT versus pulse width
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which reaches a stable VT after lusec or longer T2. indicates a region where the charges are stored in the nitride
layer, and a similar result can be seen after CHEI and FBEI

B. Injection Schemefor Electrons- FBEI by using this CP test. In the meantime, the drain voltage is
For electron injection as shown in Fig.5, called raised in order to cover the "pump", where FBEI has

forward-bias assisted electron injection (FBEI), similar to smaller VD (-1V) to cover the "pump" compared to CHEI
PASHEI in [4], is developed. Initially, the source, drain, (>1.2V). Consequently, it seems that FBEI has a much
and gate are grounded, during time T1, a negative voltage is localized behavior near the drain side as illustrated from
applied at the drain, where electrons are generated due to Figs. 14-16. Fig. 17 shows the extraction of VT profile by
forward bias drain/substrate p-n+ diode. During time T2, the CP technique [6]-[8], which is consistent with the
both gate and drain are switched to positive bias, then, results of Figs. 14-16. Fig. 18 shows the charge density
electrons are accelerated toward the drain and reach the profile extracted from Fig. 17 by the expression:
nitride layer via the vertical field. Fig. 6 shows the VT with K A
respect to the emitting voltage V1 during T1, in which VI= QN = C VPGM -vir
-1.OV is sufficient to reach a stable VT. Fig. 7 determines q
the collecting voltage V2 during T2, which reaches the where the charge distribution of FBEI exhibits more
maximum VT when V2= 4.5V. localized behavior than CHEI. This is crucial since the

Unlike the conventional hot carrier and FN operation more localized charge is, the better is the cell retention. In
which depends largely on the pulse width (e.g., T2 in Fig. 1), Fig. 19, two memory cells are programmed by CHEI and
however, FBEI is less dependent on the pulse width since FBEI once and the data retention is measured at 80 °C, in
the injection of electrons is taken place during the transition which FBEI shows much better retention ability than CHEI
from forward bias substrate/drain p-n+ diode (T1 in Fig. 5) after 10 years, since it covers a smaller portion of the
to reverse bias substrate/drain p-n+ diode (T2 in Fig. 5). In charge stored inside the channel.
Fig. 8, the total erase time is set to Ims while varying the Fig. 20 shows VT as a function Of Vread, where a smaller
pulse period (T1+ T2). It can be observed that higher VT is Vread is needed for FBEI to reach IV window between
achieved with increasing pulse counts. In addition in Fig. 9, programmed bit-I and erased bit-2. The programming
the threshold voltage keeps the same with different pulse speed for bit-I and bit-2 is shown in Fig. 21. First, bit-I is
period while setting the same pulse count. From Figs. 8 and programmed near the drain side, after that bit-2 is
9, the threshold voltage is dependent on the pulse count but programmed near the source side without erasing bit-1.
not on the pulse period. Fig. 10 shows the transient Although CHEI has faster bit-I programming speed, longer
characteristics by using the scheme in Fig. 5, in which bit-2 programming time is needed. In Fig. 22, in order to
higher gate voltage gives faster injection speed as expected. find out the reason in Fig. 21, bit-I is programmed by CHEI

first and bit-2 is performed by FBEI later in the same
3. Performance and Reliability of lbit/cell memory cell. It was found that Ims programming time is

In the first experiment, to demonstrate a negative logic still unchanged, since the charged bit-I will affect the
operation by using BB-HHI for program to the logic-I acceleration of the electrons under the channel by using
state and FBEI for erase to the logic-0 state, Fig. II shows CHEI to program bit-2.
the endurance test up to 104 P/E cycles, in which no The cycling characteristic is shown in Fig. 23 with the
window closure can be seen and a larger operation window repeated cycling by programming bit-I-> programming
around 3.2V can be achieved. Fig. 12 shows the data bit-2 -> erase, and good endurance can be achieved. The
retention at room temperature and a fairly large VT window data retention for cells before and after the cycling is shown
(-2.8V) can be maintained after 10 years. Fig. 13 shows the in Fig. 24, where an acceptable value of the programmed
data retention at T= 1250C, in which VT= 2V window is state is achieved after 10 years. In short, for the 2bit/cell
maintained after 10 years. These will all easily meet the operation, the new scheme exhibits much better retention
industry requirement. For the positive logic, these schemes and endurance characteristics.
are also feasible by using FBEI for programming and
BB-HHI for erase, with a sacrifice of the programming In summary, reliable ultra-low voltage and high speed
speed. operation schemes have been demonstrated for NOR-type

SONOS flash memory applications. Two different schemes
4. Performance and Reliability of 2bit/cell have been developed for lbit/cell and 2bit/cell operations

In the second experiment, combination of FBEI for respectively. For lbit/cell operation, a lowest 5V operation
program and BB-HHI for erase is also feasible for 2-bit voltage reported-to-date and very fast speed (<1 sec) has
operation. Fig. 14 shows the ID-VG characteristics of been achieved for a thick tunnel oxide (50A°) such that
forward and reverse read, comparing to PASH-EI, FBEI and excellent data retention can be preserved. In other words,
CHEI, in which FBEI has largest VT window between tunnel oxide thickness is not an issue for the future scaling
programmed bit-i1 and erased bit-2 for all three cases. using this low voltage operation scheme. For 2bit/cell

Figs. 15 and 16 show the fixed top level charge operation, the charge storage in FBEI is more localized, as
pumping (CP) measurement with drain pulses [5], where verified from the charge pumping analysis, such that this
we can investigate a "pump" after programming with VD= 0 new scheme shows much better retention and endurance
for CHEI and FBEI, respectively. Furthermore, the "pump" comparing to the conventional CHEI ones.
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